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SPRING 2020 COULD BE MUCH BETTER…
but we’re keeping up the good fight!
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20 titles in subject 
areas including  
the visual arts, 

architecture, design, 
underground music, 

satire, caricature,  
and protest. 

 
 

All worth considering, and  
some now listed at significant 

discounts over previously  
noted prices. 

 
 

CONTACT

http://www.arthurfournier.com ; info@arthurfournier.com ; t. (917) 749-9431

ABOUT US

Arthur Fournier Fine & Rare sells books, serials, 
manuscripts, and archives in all fields and genres. We 
specialize in primary source materials related to the 
transformative cultural movements of the late 20th 
century, modern conflicts, disruptive technologies, 
music, and the visual arts.

TERMS OF SALE

During the time of COVID-19, institutional purchasers 
may request items to be held indefinitely, with or 
without a purchase order, in the good faith under- 
standing that when your library is able to receive them, 
we will ship the books with an invoice. In due time, 
payments will be accepted in U.S. dollars via bank 
transfer, credit card (PayPal, Square), or domestic 
check. We will ship by USPS and commercial couriers. 
Meanwhile let’s all focus on staying safe.
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1. Bell, W.E. African Art at the O.A.U. 
Accra, Ghana: Ministry of Art and Culture, 
1965. First Edition. 36 pp. exhibition catalog 
with brief texts in English and French prefacing 
31 pp. of photographically illustrated black & 
white plates showing contemporary art from 
Ghana and neighboring countries. 4to. Near 
fine. Illus. stiff wraps, stab stapled.  [1040]  
$300  Published on the occasion of an art 
exhibition that accompanied the 1965 
Organization of African Unity conference in 
Accra, the introductory essay remarks that "it 
was only some fifty years ago that Europe and 
America found to their astonishment that 
within the so-called Dark Continent a great art 
tradition had flourished for centuries and that 
African Art had anticipated in practice many of 
what was then considered to be the most 
modern theories of artistic creation and 
technique." The present catalog includes 
images of works credited to V.A. Kofu, Agbo, Addo-Osafo, Kofi Antubam, Saka Acquaye, R.J. Amos, 
Edna Nyarko, A.O. Bartimeus, W.C. Owusu, S.Y. Tepe, P.M. Amonoo, E.V. Asihene, E.W.A.B. Sam, E. 
Owusu-Dartey, Oku Ampofo, Daniel Cobblah, and others. As of April 2020, we can find no other 
record of its existence online or in the rare book marketplace. 

2. Culin, Stewart. Primitive Negro Art, Chiefly from 
the Belgian Congo. Brooklyn, NY: Brooklyn Museum, 1923. 
First Edition. 42 pp. exhibition catalog, illustrated with 8 
plates. 8vo. Very good overall, with faint, barely visible traces 
of pencil underlining to three pages of text. Housed in a 
custom mustard linen clamshell box with gilt title badge. Stiff 
wraps, illustrated with a striking original black, green & yellow 
printed motif. Handling marks and abrasions to the front 
cover panel, and a small marginal crease with abrasion to the 
rear blank wrapper. Presents well.  [948]  $3,850  A rare 
survival of the iconic and important catalog for the first major 
exhibition of African art in America. While its title failed to 
match Culin's progressive and revisionist attitudes concerning 
the so-called "primitive" nature of African sculpture, he made 
his intentions clear in the catalog's introductory essay: "The 
entire collection, whatever may have been its original uses, is 
shown under the classification of art; as representing a creative 

impulse, and not for the purpose of illustrating the customs of African peoples." In its time, the 
exhibition proved widely inspirational to African American writers, artists and musicians of the 
Harlem Renaissance in New York. As of January 2020, no copies appear to be available online. 
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3. Andy Warhol. [Philadelphia]: [Institute of 
Contemporary Art, University of Pennsylvania], 1965. 
Catalog of an exhibition held at the Institute of 
Contemporary Art, University of Pennsylvania, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Oct. 8-Nov. 21, 1965, [ca. 22 
pp.] 27 leaves [i.e. 54 pp.] chiefly illustrated (some color), 
with an introduction by Samuel Adams Green. 8vo. 
Housed in a custom black linen clamshell box with gilt 
title badge. Very good ; corners and edges clean and 
sharp. Color lithographic front board with repeating 
soup cans shows only marginal minor spotting ; black 
cloth tape binding holding well with slight raveling at 
spine bottom and endemic loosening of cardstock 
plates.  [961]  $2,500  A better than usual copy of the 
fragile and rare catalog noted to be among the earliest 
documents of Warhol's work, designed by Ben Birillo and 
printed for the artist's first museum exhibition in 1965. In 
the crush of celebrity attention at the press preview, 
some paintings were damaged so they were removed from display before the official opening the 
following night, effectively making Andy Warhol himself the exhibit, and contributing his status as a 
Pop Art icon.  

4. [Waters, John]. Psycho Splatter. Nos. 
5 (Feb-March 1985) through 8 (Special 
Crime Issue) containing the serialized 'John 
Waters Interview, Parts I-IV' (complete). 
Cambridge, Mass.: Jack Stevenson, 1985. 
First Edition. Four sheets printed recto and 
verso in photocopy on red paper stock, 
including the complete text of Stevenson's 
interview with Waters. 8vo (8.5 x 14 in. 
folded in two for mailing) Very good. Loose 
as issued ; Stevenson's advertising circular 
for mail-order film books (notably including 
Amos Vogel's Film as a Subversive Art and 
the Squeaky Fromme Scrapbook) included.  
[929]  $200  A long form and spirited 
conversation between the underground 
gore film aficionado and the camp-shock 
auteur, unpublished elsewhere to our 

knowledge. As of September 2019, OCLC does not find any issues of Psycho Splatter in North 
America.  
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6. Farhi, Jean-Claude ; François Pluchart; Joseph Losey; Galerie Arditti [Paris]. Farhi : Vertical. 
Unpaginaged catalog [26 pp.] printed on papers of various color, weights, and transparency. 
Copious illustrations, some in color, including photographs, design plans, artist portraits, and 
studio production documentation. Oblong 8vo. 19 x 24 cm. Near fine. Comb-bound text block with 
dayglo pink acrylic panel layered over front cover illustration.  [1051]  $350  An elegant and unusual 
publication with texts by François Pluchart; artist interview by Joseph Lossey. Editioned to 
accompany the ex-hibition held at Galerie Arditti, Paris, November-December, 1969. As of April 
2020, we can locate only four holdings in North America.  

5. Coupure. Nos. 1 (October 1969) through 7 
(January 1972) (all published, including the 
suppressed 4th issue). Paris: Le Terrain Vague, 1969- 
1972. First Edition. Complete run of Gérard Legrand's 
elegant post-surrealist arts and culture magazine, ca.
8 pp. each, printed in vibrant colors on large folded 
sheets of better commercial stock. Small folio. Very 
good. [931] $450 According to Keith Aspley's 
Historical Dictionary of Surrealism (Toronto:
Scarecrow, 2010), in October 1969 "Jean Schuster, to
whom Breton had formally entrusted the task of
safeguarding the Surrealist heritage, publicly
announced the disbanding of the group,
distinguishing between an 'eternal' and an 'historic'
Surrealism: the latter had a beginning and it was
therefore logical that it should have an end. Yet in the
very same month Gerard Legrand, Jose Pierre, and
Schuster brought out a new journal, Coupure. Almost
immediately Jean-Louis Bedouin published a letter in
Le Monde (25 October 1969) challenging Schuster’s right to decide on behalf of the group." 
Coupure No. 4 consisted of a special issue which reprinted an excerpt from a banned Maoist 
newspaper, La Cause du Peuple, leading French authorities to confiscate the magazine and arrest 
Schuster, and his publisher, Eric Losfeld.
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7. Rosen, Jonathan. Sketchbook Winter 1983 / 84. N.p. [New York City]: Exploitation, 1984. 
First Edition. 10 pp. artist's book, mostly printed recto only (with a few exceptions) in red and black. 
8vo. Very good, slight age toning. Rosen's business card attached to front cover by staple, causing 
slight abrasions to p. 1. Illus. stiff wraps. [922] $250 An early work by noted New York City painter, 
illustrator, printmaker, and animator Jonathan Rosen. Currently a faculty member in the School of 
Visual Art's acclaimed MFA Visual Narratives program, Rosen's current work "revolves around 
permutations and extrapolations of bio-mechanical and carnivalesque." His other artist books, 
Intestinal fortitude (Poote Press, 1990) and The Birth of Machine Consciousness (Le Dernier Cri 
2003), are in the permanent collection of the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Rosen was responsible 
for the Ichabod Crane drawings in Tim Burton’s film Sleepy Hollow. Solo and group exhibitions 
include La Luz de Jesus (Los Angeles, CA), MoMA PS 1 (Long Island City, Queens), and Kunst-Werke 
(Berlin). Commissioned illustration clients include The New York Times, Hôpital Brut, Rolling Stone, 
Time and MIT Press. Animation/video-mix performance venues include the Redcat Theater for the 
Los Angeles MOCA exhibition Visual Music with composer Tom Recchion.
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9. Marcus, Aaron. Soft Where, Inc. : The Work of Aaron 
Marcus. Reno, Nevada: West Coast Poetry Review, 1975. First 
Edition. 34 pp. text concerning the artist's works in computer aided 
conceptual art, concrete poetry and computer graphics. 4to, ca. 28 
cm. Limited to 1000 copies. Very good. Illus. stiff wraps. [612] $125 
A rare an important title in computer graphic art from the 1970s.

10. Kalayan, Haroutune and Jacques Liger-Belair. L'Habitation 
au Liban. n.p. [Beirut?]: APSAD (Association pour la Protection des 
Sites et Anciennes Demeurs), 1965-1966. First Edition. 2 vols., 81, 
85 pp., illustrated with architectural photographs, plans and 
elevations. Oblong 4to. Very good. Illus. boards, vols. housed 
together in slipcase. [785] $125 French-language study of 
domestic architecture in Lebanon.

8. Harry, M. The Computer Underground : Computer 
Hacking, Crashing, Pirating, and Phreaking. Port Townsend, WA: 
Loompanics Unlimited, 1985. First Edition. 257 pp. text, numerous 
illustrations. 4to, ca. 28 cm. Very good. Black printed wrappers. 
[611] $50 Posed as a manual for understanding "computer crime," 
the Computer Underground reads more like a "how to." An 
important title in outlaw computing circles, and important for 
understanding the history of hacker culture in the 1980s.
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11. Kiesler, Frederick. Contemporary Art 
Applied to the Store and its Display. 
London: Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, LTD, 
1930. First Edition. 158 pp. book, 
illustrated throughout with reproductions 
of photos and drawings showing 
modernist environments, natural forms, 
and commercial displays. 4to. Very good 
overall, with closed tear at page center to 
leaf p.102/103, lightly traced architectural 
drawings in pencil on rear pastedown. 
Gray boards printed in black constructivist 
design backed in cream colored linen ; 
rubbed at extremities but for the most part 
clean and tight.  [994]  $750  A better than 
usual copy of the rarely seen UK edition of 
Kiesler's high modern design bible for 
display and exhibition professionals, as 
relevant today as when it was first 
published. The work is equal parts 
manifesto and how-to, announcing its 
purpose as being to establish "a sound 
cooperation between public, artist, and 
industry." In place of a preface, Kiesler 

declares "This book was written because the country has been flooded with examples of poor and 
distorted modernism ; because the sudden influence of contemporary art makes it necessary to 
control its real value ; because the new beauty must be based on EFFICIENCY and not on decorative 
cosmetics ; because the established store is facing the problem of changing its front, its windows, 
or both, and probably its interior, too. It has to select designs and is not trained in the new art ; 
because the store window is a silent loud speaker and not a dead storage. Its language appeals to 
everybody and has proved to be the most successful Esperanto for promoting merchandise ; and, 
because good contemporary art will last—just as all good styles in previous periods of history have 
endured. autumn 1929. f. k." Scarce and sought after, with good reason. 

         
         

         
         

         
    

             
           

          
   

12. New American Movement (Organization). Nam Film Guide. 
Chicago: New America Movement, n.d., ca. 197?. First Edition. 
Unpaginated (ca. 20 pp.) "how-to" booklet describing the uses of 
cinema screenings and film festivals in the production of anti-war 
consciousness, illustrated throughout. 8vo. Very good, covers a trifle 
rubbed at extremities. contents folded together in yellow illus. wraps. 
[928] $100 An interesting and uncommon title in the history of cinema 
studies pedagogy. As of September 2019, OCLC can find only one 
copy in North America, at Vanderbilt University. No other copies 
available online in the trade at present.
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13. Mottel, Syeus with introduction by R. Buckminster Fuller. 
Charas : The Improbable Dome Builders. New York: Drake, 
1974. First Edition. 191 pp. text, illustrated throughout with 
photographs by the author. 4to. Original publisher's promotional 
slip laid in. Mint, uncirculated copy. Red cloth, with pictorial d.j.  
[668]  $175  A fine copy of the scarce first edition, acquired from 
Mottel's estate. 

         
        

          
          

              
              

    

  

 14. Douglas, Emory, et al. Black Panther Party National
 Distribution Brochure. San Francisco: 1971. Single folded leaf
 [ca. 4 pp.] showing posters, pin-back buttons, LPs, and other
 Panthers' ephemera, along with an order coupon, intact. 4to. Very
 good. Illus. self wraps. [210] $500 A scarce broadside catalog 
showing works illustrated by Minister of Information Emory Douglas, including several of the group's 
most iconic graphic works. A valuable research aid for scholars and collectors.
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15. [PUNK.] Poison Girls. Words Written in 
Trust [box set containing multiple items]. N.p., 
(Epping, U.K.): n.d. (ca. 1980). First Edition.
Poison Girls ..Words.., unpaginated (ca. 36 
pp.) illustrated, hand-screened lyrics book.
Square 4to. Pinch bound, illus. wraps, with the 
called for hand-screened 'Abort the System' 
poster and the linocut 'Poison Girlfriends' 
postcard. Very good. All items housed in hand- 
screened cardboard LP mailer box. [66] $1850 
Band-member Richard Famous explained the 
history of the item, noting its scarcity: “Poison 
Girls started in Brighton but moved, in 1977, to 
Burleigh House, a licensed squat just outside 
Epping due for demolition to make way for the 
proposed M25 London Orbital motorway. It was 
a dilapidated mansion with lots of rooms, one of 
which we made into a dedicated screen-printing 
room. Everything was hand printed, using paper 
liberated from a Robert Maxwell owned printers 
shop cellar. We also developed a way of using 
typed lyrics on 'Roneo' stencils, incorporating 
hand cut paper stencils, and screen printing the 
result (for younger readers, 'Roneo' printers 
were hand duplicators using A4 size waxed 
paper stencils cut by a manual typewriter and 
used as the essential means of communication 
of choice by political leafleteers everywhere.
Anyway we used to hand print lyric sheets and
posters to hand out at gigs. However as our time
at Burleigh House was coming to its inevitable
end (bulldozers at the door), we decided to print
a lyric book as the last project for the screen printing room. The result was a labour of love. 100 
copies of 'Words Written In Trust'. It came out as a 12" square hand printed book of lyrics, packaged 
in a hand printed cardboard 'album mailer', and if I remember, a screen printed 'Abort the System' 
poster, and a lino-printed 'Poison Girlfriends' postcard. We finished the run about a week before we 
were thrown out of Burleigh House. Because of the chaos of relocating, most of the finished books 
were sold through the Rough Trade shop who, in a fit of genius, advertised it in their big weekly mail 
order advert in the NME. They were swamped by orders and were thoroughly pissed off that we only 
had 100 to sell! Big problem for them as they had to return lots of money to would be punters, and 
blamed us!”
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 16. Manifestacion de Arte
 Catalan : Pintura, Escultura,
 Decoracion, Bellos Oficios, Publicidad,
 Cinema : Conferencias y Conciertos.
 n.p.: Generalitat de Catalunya, 1937.
 [Cover title: España a México.
 Manifestación de Arte Catalán, pro
 Victimas del Fascismo, Ano 1937]
 Unpaginaged [ca. 58 pp.] exhibition
 catalog chiefly illustrated and jointly
 issued by the Sindicat de Decoradors i
 Bells Oficis, the Secció de Belles Arts del
 Sindicat Unic de Professions Liberals,
 and the Sindicat d'Artistes, Pintors i
 Escultors de Catalunya in advance of a
 proposed exhibition in Mexico City.
 Square 8vo. Very good overall, with
 expected age toning and light handling
 marks throughout, Stiff wraps, with an
 illustration by Ferran Texidor,
 unfortunate surface scratch at the word
 “Mexico”. [895] $750 Rare and 
important catalog for the planned conference and exhibition of over 200 works of fine and decorative art 
by 121 Catalan artists in Mexico City, thwarted when fascist naval forces overtook the Dutch vessel ferrying 
the materials across the Atlantic at the straights of Gibraltar in May of 1937, seizing the artworks and 
returning them to Spain. While a delegation of participating artists had already arrived in Mexico, the 
event -- which was meant to have included talks by Enrique Fernández Gual on Catalan art and culture, 
concerts of Catalan music, Sardana dance recitals, and the screening of cinematic reports from fronts of 
Aragon and Madrid -- was at first postponed and eventually abandoned, leaving the present catalog as 
the sole manifestation of what would have been an important cross-cultural congress at a critical juncture 
in the Spanish Civil War. Extremely rare: as of September 2019, no copies are available in the marketplace 
and only six North American collections show copies in their online catalogs.
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17. Get Ready : Periodico Fatto a Mano. Nos. 0 (1972) through 4 (1972) (all published). Milan: 
Casa Editrice Lo Spinello, 1972. First Edition. [Cover title variants: Get ready : periodico alternativo di 
musica rock, n. 1 ; Get ready : periodico alternativo di musica, n. 2-4.] Five issues, ca. 20-36 pp. each, 
comprising a complete run of editor Marcello Baraghini's psychedelic arts, music, politics and 
underground culture magazine, illustrated throughout, printed in various colors, some pages are multi- 
panel foldouts. Tall, narrow folio. Very good overall, no. 0 with old central fold. Illus. stiff wraps, nos. 0 & 
1 formed in the shape of a marijuana cigarette. [911] $2,000 A visually stimulating and adventurous 
entry in the annals of underground Milanese publishing. Prior to Get Ready, Baraghini was involved with 
two other counterculture journals, L'Avanti! and L'Astrolabio, and co-founded Stampa Alternativa. In 
format and content, the present title is by far the most radical of his efforts, and is extremely scarce 
complete and in good condition. As of September 2019, OCLC shows only three holdings in North 
America, and one in Rome.
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18. Front Culturel (MM. Birga, Bouvier, 
Vermes). Poèmes, Chants, Dessins, Mai 70, 
Mai 68. Unpaginated [ca. 33 pp] graphically 
illustrated book of poems and protest songs from 
the student movements of May 1968 and May 
1970 in Paris. 4to. Good, with slight handling 
marks throughout. Illus. stiff wraps, loose at 
staples.  [968]  $100  A scarce but compelling 
collection of graphically illustrated poems that 
connect the French student protests of May 1968 
to the global movement for anti-imperialist 
revolutionary action. Institutionally very rare, with 
only one holding in North America, at the Library 
of Congress. 

19. Slade, John Eaves with intro by N.R. 
Davidson. But I am Too a Black Cartoonist -- 
Really! Dubuque, Iowa: Kendall/Hunt Pub. Co., 
1995. First Edition. 112 pp. book of editorial 
cartoons, chiefly illustrated. Oblong 8vo. Signed 
by the author in 2001 with an original drawing on 
the title page. Very good. Illus. stiff wraps.  [958]  
$350  New Orleans native and African American 

political cartoonist John Eaves Slade began his career in Louisiana, penning editorial drawings for 
Spectator News Journal and The Louisiana Weekly. Often dealing with issues of racial identities that defy 
expectation, Slade's cartoons have appeared in USA Today, The San Francisco Examiner, The Miami 
Herald, and other regional and national newspapers. In his introduction to the work he explains that "my 
work flows from my view of the world and not from any limited concept of what is supposed to be Black. 
I was not raised with the idea that color was the only prism through which to see the world. So while I 
consider myself to be a Black political cartoonist, don't think my work can be automatically pigeon holed." 
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20.  [Arthur Fournier & Raphael Koenig] MGLC exhibition catalog. 33rd Ljubljana Biennial of 
Graphic Art, curated by Slavs & Tartars. Crack Up Crack Down. Ljubljana, Slovenia: Mousse, 2020. 
First Edition. 120 pp. catalog, illus. throughout, color. 4to. New. Illus. stiff wraps.  [1007]  $50  The 
catalog for Crack Up Crack Down includes coverage of “No More Fuchs Left to Give,” an installation 
by Fournier and Koenig for the 33rd Ljubljana Biennial at the International Centre of Graphic Arts 
(MGLC) during the summer of 2019. The artwork explores the contemporary relevance of Eduard 
Fuchs, friend to Walter Benjamin, and publisher of caricatures who skewered the powerful and elite 
classes of society in Germany before and after World War I. (In other words, this book includes 
documentation of our own humble contribution to the study of political caricature during times of 
authoritarian rule.) 

 

 

 
  



      

  

 


